















































































































































































































































































































































200. open-borders {every 100, 3 times}
290. set Refresh-culture-view? True
290. close-borders
300. make-snapshot {every 1000}
301. set Refresh-culture-view? False
400. close-borders





























































































 Run agenda (if any).
 Move Individuals.
 Communicate messages (communication, modification and learning).
 Advance Tick.
Move	Individuals:
For each group of individuals:
 Calculate the forbidden areas.
 Move individuals taking into account:
  a) The type of movement: random or following paths.
  b) The forbidden areas of the group.
Communicate	Messages:
1. Ask individuals to communicate messages to other agents in its place (only choose individuals verifying the conditions to communicate, taking into account if there exist other individuals or repositories in the same place, and his frequency):
 Let  IA one of these individuals.
 For every individual,  IB, in the same place:
  Choose one of the messages of IA.
  Modify it (depending on the behavior of IA).
  Send it to  IB and decide if  IB accepts it.
  Learn  IB from the message (depending on the behavior of IB).
 For every Repository,  R, in the same place:
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  Choose one of the messages of IA.
  Modify it (depending on the behavior of IA).
  Send it to  R and decide if  R accepts it.
Control size of repository (taking into account their oblivion curve and capacity).
2. Ask repositories to communicate their messages (only choose the repositories verifying the conditions to communicate, if there exist individuals on it, if it is active and if it has any message):
 Let R one of these repositories.
 For every individual,  IA, on it:
  Choose one message of R.
  Send it to  IA and decide if  IA accepts it.
  Learn  IA from the message (depending on the behavior of IA).
3. Ask cultural items to communicate their messages (only choose the cultural items verifying the conditions to communicate, if there exist individuals on it, if it is active and his frequency):
 Let C one of these cultural items.
 For every individual,  IA, on the same place:
  Send the message of  C to  IA and decide if  IA accept it.
  Learn  IA from the message (depending on the behavior of IA).
Modification	of	the	messages	by	individuals:
Let  IA the individual,   P A the preference of  IA  and  m the message to be modified.
Choose one behavior proportional to his tendency, let  beh this behavior and  Tbeh the correspondent tendency of this behavior.
If  beh = Creative:   m ' =  m + Tr * PA ,
where  Tr is a random number in[0, Tbeh].
If  beh = Dominant
 Let  d = |m- PA|.
 if  d > Tbeh:   m ' =  m + Tbeh  * ( P A- m).
 if  d ≤ Tbeh:   m ' =  m .
If  beh = Passive:   m ' = m.
Return  m '.
Learn	Process:
Let   P A the preference of the individual,   m the message he must learn from and  Tbeh the behavior tendency of the individual.
 PA' = PA + vA * δ(Tbeh) * ( m - PA),
where δ is a function of tendency of receptor, verifying: δ(0)=0, δ(0.5)=1, δ(1)=0 (individuals with extreme tendency will learn hard), and 
Return   P A '.
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	Notes
	1"The	ecosystem	may	be	considered	as	a	channel	which	projects	information	into	the	future."	This	definition	by	R.	Margalef	(1968,	p.	17)	becomes	even	more	useful	by	the	digital	humanist	as	he	distinguishes	the
three	main	layers	that	make	up	all	ecosystems,	the	third	of	which	being	the	one	we	deal	with	in	this	work:	"One	is	a	genetic	channel	in	replicable	individual	structures.	Another	is	a	truly	ecological	channel	based	on
the	interaction	between	different	cohabiting	species	and	expressed	in	the	relative	constancy	or	in	the	regular	changes	of	their	numbers.	[…].	A	third	channel	may	be	called	'ethological'	(because	ethology	is	the
science	of	animal	behavior)	or	'cultural';	it	transmits	what	has	been	learned	by	individual	activity	or	experience	and	is	transmitted	to	future	generations	outside	the	genetic	channel.	This	last	channel	had	a	negligible
importance	at	the	beginning	of	life	but	it	is	now	increasingly	explosively."	(Margalef	1968,	pp.	97-98)
2"The	conclusion	from	our	comparison	of	human	and	nonhuman	primates	is	that	the	understanding	of	conspecifics	as	intentional	beings	like	the	self	is	a	uniquely	human	cognitive	competency	that	accounts,	either
directly	on	its	own	or	indirectly	through	cultural	processes,	for	many	of	the	unique	features	of	human	cognition."	(Tomasello	2000,	p.	56)
3See	the	interesting	work	by	Graham	(2006)	and	Graham	and	Steiner	(2006).
4José	Antonio	Maravall	(1975)	is	the	first	to	treat	the	baroque	in	terms	of	a	historic	structure.
5In	this	respect,	the	attempt	by	Braudel	(2001	[2a	ed.,	1976],	p.	16)	to	show	the	"real"	complexity	of	his	subject	of	analysis	through	the	study	of	three	cuts	corresponding	to	geographic,	social	and	individual	times	still
is	an	excellent	example	of	the	benefits	of	a	methodology	that	uses	a	multi-scale	perspective	to	a	single	problem.	"Captar	la	historia	del	Mediterráneo	en	su	masa	compleja	era	seguir	el	consejo	de	estos	hombres,
ponerse	a	la	sombra	de	su	experiencia,	acudir	en	su	ayuda,	tomar	partido	por	una	forma	nueva	de	historia,	repensada	y	elaborada	dentro	de	nuestras	fronteras	y	que	merece	transponerlas."
6Jonathan	Brown	(1999,	p.	20)	has	approached	the	issue	in	the	following	manner:	"…	the	former	Spanish	monarchy,	as	it	was	during	the	period	of	the	Hapsburg	Dynasty	that	was	constituted	by	to	series	of	towns
and	is	diver	itself,	different	and	scattered.	Born	at	the	end	of	the	15	th 	century	as	a	result	of	the	union	of	Castile	and	Aragon,	and	extended	by	the	union	with	the	Hapsburgs.	The	monarchy	was	made	up	of	Italy,
Germany,	the	Netherlands,	the	Spanish	peninsula,	and	America".
7In	this	version	of	the	model,	this	capacity	is	restricted	to	two	possible	type	of	movement:	a	pure	random	movement,	and	a	movement	following	paths.
8That	is,	agents	are	not	always	in	a	communicative	attitude.
9From	a	technical	point	of	view,	the	memories	of	these	agents	follow	a	FIFO	structure	(First	In,	First	Out).
10Of	course,	museums	do	not	usually	destroy	materials	nor	do	libraries	or	archives,	although	in	the	case	of	paper-supported	information	this	option	is	not	unheard	of	once	the	institution	does	not	find	more	space	for
its	collections;	in	any	case,	they	all	limit	the	number	of	items	displayed	or	available	to	public.
11Georg	Franck	(1999,	http://www.heise.de/tp/druck/ob/artikel/5/5567/1.html).	According	to	Abraham	Moles	(1966),	"We	know	that	a	maximum	rate	of	apprehensible	information,	an	'apperceptual	limit',	dominates
perception.	In	reality,	to	perceive	is	to	select."	(90)
12See	Schmajuk	et	al.	(2009).
13The	final	mission	is	to	use	the	data	derived	from	the	research	in	The	Hispanic	Baroque	Project	for	similar	the	processes	of	cultural	transformation	that	might	have	happened	in	the	context	of	the	interchanges	and
cultural	fusions	between	Europe	and	America	in	the	first	centuries	of	the	Modern	Age	and	thus	to	understand	major	underlying	processes	of	cultural	complexity.
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